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in all the Republics and autonomous regions. Some of the more
advanced of these have research institutes which compare favourably
with any in Moscow or Leningrad, In primary schools education is
in the native tongue. It should be so in secondary schools, but, owing
to the shortage of qualified native teachers for this stage, this aim
has not yet been achieved. The percentage of education given in
the native language varies between 14 and 70, and occasionally
reaches 90. All higher education is in the Russian language, and
the native language is in this case taken as a subject. The second
language learnt is that of the nationality of which the district
region, or group is a part, and is taken variously at the age of nine,
ten, or eleven years. As Russian is the Union language, all are ex-
pected to know it. It often happens, then, that a child has to learn
two other languages of the Union besides its mother tongue before it
can think about a foreign language such as English or German. A
Jewish child in the Ukraine, for example, will have its education in
Yiddish. At about nine or ten years it will learn Ukrainian as its
first language, and, a year or so later, Russian. After that it will do
a foreign language.
I found no one who would admit that this was a hardship for the
children, or a hindrance to education. To begin with, it is only where
a group is completely self-contained and shut off from its larger unit
that the children do not naturally pick up a good deal of their second
language. Such cases are rare. Then these schools spend much time
on language, and as, in many areas, the native tongue is dropped in
school at the age of fourteen or so, except for two hours a week, and
education proceeds in the next language, the difficulties are perhaps
not as great as they appear to the foreign visitor. However it may be,
the Soviet authorities firmly believe that internationalism can only
come from a freely developed nationalism; that you cannot graft an
alien culture on to a people, and that the first education must be in
a child's mother tongue. They hope that in time many of the smaller
language groups will naturally coalesce with the larger neighbouring
groups, and thus gradually the multiplicity of tongues will disappear.
The number of newspapers in the national languages has increased
from 25 before the Revolution to 700 in 1931. There must be many
more now. Every nationality, except those of the Far North and a
few in the Far East which have only recently received an alphabet,
has its newspaper of some sort. Strenuous efforts are being made to
improve the quality of native literature. General literature was, before
1917, published in twenty-four languages, and was mainly religious.
In 1931 literature was published in seventy-three languages, and was

